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not long ago, there was talk about a documentary about the
carpenters. this project is now fully in the works and it's called 'the
tale of the carpenters'. in the near future, there will be a trailer.
john is releasing an anniversary album. it's called carpenters the
greatest hits collection (amazon u.s. / amazon u.k. / amazon canada
) and it's out on october 16, 2017. it's a sort of mash-up of all the
carpenters' hits on one record and it contains a lot of bonus tracks.
the '70s were their most successful decade, with the band's first
three albums (a song for you, close to you and superstar) each
selling over a million copies in the u.s. close to you went triple-
platinum and superstar sold 1.8 million. in total, the carpenters sold
over 35 million albums during their career. the carpenters charted
eight more top-40 hits over the next decade, including the #1 hit a
love like yours. the band continued to have success throughout the
'80s. eternal sunshine of the spotless mind is one of the carpenters'
final chart hits, topping out at #36 in the u.s. just a song for you
went to #1 in canada and reached #3 in the u.k. the album was
certified double-platinum in the u., canada and switzerland. the
chart show on sesame street was a big part of what the carpenters
were famous for, and the duo's appearance on the show's first
episode on september 9, 1969 made them instant national stars.
joel and karen's version of their hit single, kumbaya, became the
show's signature song, and their rendition of the first-season theme
song, "rainbow connection," was included on their third capitol
album, carpenters '70. unlike their other albums, this album was a
departure in sound and focus. the pair were joined by a full
orchestra and had input in the arrangement of their songs. joel had
a hand in the writing of kumbaya and rainbow connection, and the
album's leadoff single, tammy, would be the carpenters' last top 10
hit until "lost without your love" in 1992. despite the album's
departure, joel had a hand in the next four singles, starting with
close to you, which he wrote. he also co-wrote the second and third
singles, you've lost that lovin' feelin' and we've only just begun,
with the latter bringing the carpenters their second grammy win.
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the carpenters the ultimate collection (vol 1) box set is a huge
collection of all the carpenters albums, each remastered and

presented in lavish 3d packaging. each disc features the multi-
tracked original album remastered from the original master tapes,

the album in stereo and 5.1 surround sound. the box set also
contains a set of six 3d blu-ray discs, which contains all the new

music that appears on the double-disc deluxe edition of the
carpenters final studio album, wonderful, impossible. this box set

contains the original albums in their entirety, combined with a
variety of bonus material. it includes: a 4-page booklet featuring
liner notes from the carpenters and their biographer michael j.

west; an alternate version of the cover art; an essay by film
historian michael state of the music of the carpenters, an interview
with richard carpenter; a photo gallery; and a new track listing for
the 3-disc deluxe edition of wonderful, impossible. this is a very

nicely done box set with some extra goodies too. the box is a good
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size and the contents in there are great. there are many extra
things as well like a booklet with liner notes, an alternate cover art
and a track listing for a 3 disc deluxe edition of the carpenters final
album. it's a very good box set, the only thing that might be a little
negative is that you have to shell out $70 for it. but this is a great
collection. the carpenters were a musical phenomenon who had
great staying power. their back catalog is still in print and their

influence continues to be felt. the collection offers a comprehensive
overview of their career and a great opportunity to explore the

depth of their music, as well as providing the ultimate carpenters
fan with a chance to own some of their most essential recordings.
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